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OUR CLIENT
One of the largest Insurance companies in the US.

THE ASK
Our client required automated lead management process for their insurance sales for retail and commercial customers for following reasons:
A manual process of identifying leads from contact and prospects which takes significant amount of time to process and doesn't always identify
the best lead in given context was slowing the client down.
Significant time taken to nurture future prospect or client as setting up meeting and follow ups are manual as of today.
Sales Manager doesn't have the readily available view of forecast based on different geographical regions.
Sales Manager doesn't have the end-to-end view of sales cycle of conversion rate of leads to opportunity or business loss and reason of business
loss. Integration of different legacy system to SFA system makes overall sales process complex and time consuming.

OUR SOLUTION
Design an LMS which is scalable, accessable and effective, we designed and
implemented the following:
Design and implement a new scalable Lead Management Solution using Pega
sales automation framework.
Leveraging Pega CDH and business logic to customize Lead Scoring.
Leveraging Sales Automation routing capabilities to define routing criteria by
product, customer call context and geographical region.
Leveraging customer service for automated outbound/inbound call to customer
for additional product offering.
Leveraging customer service to enable multiple channels for incoming customer
response.
Leveraging Pega Sales Automation workflow to implement full sales cycle from
Lead to Opportunity to Business Win/Loss.
Leveraging Pega Sales Automation to enable Sales Manager to view holistic
forecast across geographical regions as well as identify sales bottlenecks.

THE OUTCOME
The manual effort reduced by more than 90% by using CDH
platform and Sales Automation Framework.
Leveraged the Adaptive and Predictive models using
customer patterns such as repayment track records, change
in customer behavior or any other internal criteria to offer
relevant product in given context.
Average Sales Cycle Time processing time was reduced from
60 days to 14 days.
Average cost savings was around close to $2M.

ABOUT NEWVISION

THE OUTCOME

NewVision Software is a global information technology consulting and services
company. We are digital natives discovering ideas, constantly innovating, improvising to
build a better future for our customers. We strengthen and transform businesses by
providing focused software solutions. Headquartered in India with presence in the US
and the Middle East, the company offers a range of innovative and high-quality consulting
services across several sectors and practices to help our clients adapt to the digital
world to improve their results.
As a Centre of Excellence-based organisation, we follow frameworks that
deliver technology leadership, inculcates best practices, accelerates research and
training for the following offerings to our clients and partners.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT
ENGINEERING
Nurturing your idea
end to end

BUSINESS PROCESS
MANAGEMENT
Process-powered
profitability

CLOUD
Unlock Scale, Unlock Speed,
Unlock the Cloud Continuum.

DEVOPS
Transform
faster and safer

QA AUTOMATION
Test. Automate.
Simplify.

UTILITIES
Transforming
lives globally

DATA
Demand more
from data

